Ultimate
design freedom for
hardware & software

KeControl FlexCore
A complete and open solution for
your automation projects

Together to the peak
of automation

Successful automation is like climbing a peak. You need to be perfectly equipped and have a strong partner by your side.
With KEBA, you will have both: a reliable partner and KeControl FlexCore – a complete and open solution that properly
equips you for any automation project.

KEBA – Your perfect partner
At KEBA AG, we develop and manufacture
custom automation solutions for all industries.
We are located in Linz, Austria, and have been
providing our customers with the Best of Automation for 50 years.

50 years industry
experience*

20% R&D
spending

We believe in Automation by Innovation. This
means that all our thinking and actions are
based on the world of tomorrow. Innovation is
our door to the future – for us and our customers.

1130 employees*

* data from the 2018
financial year
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Worldwide
subsidiaries

Your Know-How

+

Our Technology

=

Best of
Automation

Achieve more! Expand your expertise
87% exports*

You are a specialist for your specific industry software applications. We are the experts
for automation that speak your language. Combine the two, and you will have a custom
automation solution fine-tuned to your market needs in record time.

KeControl FlexCore –
Perfectly equipped for automation
KeControl FlexCore is a complete, innovative and scalable automation system. Its modular design with its open hardware and software architecture provide maximum flexibility
for your specific requirements.

EUR 253.6 million
sales*

Standardized, well-documented interfaces allow you to expand the system individually
on all levels. You can easily and quickly integrate your specialized software modules all
the way down to the core of your system. This allows you to best protect your expert
knowledge.

Watch our new promo video on
keba.com/open-control!
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KeControl FlexCore:
Tackle your automation challenges.

The world of automation is becoming increasingly complex. In the era of Industry 4.0,
machine builders across industries are facing manifold challenges.
Markets are becoming highly competitive. Companies try to differentiate through software
components. This means more automation. Technologies and markets are developing faster.
This results in fast-moving industries and shorter innovation cycles.
Customers are asking for customized solutions as well as a range of options. At the same
time, digital transformation is blending traditional machine construction with comprehensive
IT technologies.
The future belongs to those machine builders that manage to stay a step ahead and react
flexibly to any challenges coming their way. With its open and modular architecture, KeControl FlexCore helps machine builders remain successful.

Save costs on all levels.
Many machine builders don’t have the resources to develop all automation components themselves. Our modular
system lets you freely choose the parts you would like to acquire from KEBA. This gives you maximum control over
your development, maintenance and life cycle costs.

Focus on your core competencies.
To be successful in the market, machine builders have to be highly specialized. Using our proven automation
platforms saves you time while allowing you to fully utilize your developing resources to strengthen your core technologies. This lets you build and maintain your competitive advantage.

Reduce your time-to-market.
Take your project from requirements review to serial operations in record time! KeControl FlexCore offers you a
sound basis for your automation project that can quickly and easily be expanded. Use some of our ready-to-use
packages and smoothly integrate your own software modules.
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Highly scalable for all your requirements
Our solutions work for various machines, so you can use them for your entire product range. We offer different
hardware performance categories and ensure that our software modules support every hardware performance
class. No new software integration will be necessary when you acquire new hardware.

Fit for Industry 4.0
End customers are increasingly asking for Industry 4.0 solutions. KeControl FlexCore includes numerous Industry
4.0 technologies. This means you won’t have to purchase or program them yourself. The open architecture of the
platform allows you to expand the system with new modules at any time.

Ready for the future
KeControl FlexCore is a state-of-the-art solution. It is always up-to-date and will evolve with your requirements.
New technologies can be integrated smoothly at any time. Investing in KeControl FlexCore means investing in the
future of your business.
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Teamwork
A team is more than the sum of its parts. We believe in teamwork, both within KEBA and when working with our customers
and partners. This mindset has been an integral part of our success for over 50 years.

Operations & regular
roadmap updates

Partners
We do more than just support our clients with their projects. We
partner with them. In a perfect symbiosis, we successfully deal
with increasingly short product life cycles in the complex world
of automation technology.

After the production ramp-up, we regularly
discuss new requirements, system expansions
and updates as well as service and after-sales
strategies.

Long-term relationships
Partnering with our customers enables us to establish longterm relationships. In an active dialog, we jointly design the best
custom solutions. We upgrade and develop them as necessary.
The end of a product life cycle is not the end of our partnership.
It is the beginning of a new generation of machines.

Completion
Commissioning
and testing
We do a pilot run (simulation and in the field)
and make final system adjustments to ensure
everything is ready for serial production.
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Stronger together. A partnership
for the entire product life cycle

Let us be your reliable partner by your side.
We’ll be there for you. Our customers will readily confirm that.

Requirements review

We jointly define how to optimize your machine automation to
differentiate yourself from the competition.

Transition
Definition
Joint definition of
system architecture

Partnership cycle

You decide which modules you would like to integrate from
KEBA, third-party providers and from your own development.

Customization

Implementation

Development of
custom solutions
We tailor your solution to your needs with our highly
scalable and expandable custom hardware and software.
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A dynamic organism
Hardware and software in perfect harmony

Industrial automation systems are complex. They consist of many individual components. Each component has a specific
task. And they all need to properly interact. A precise interplay of all components is essential to make the entire system run
effectively and efficiently.
Having a professional partner helps you deal with this complexity. Together, we develop the best integrated hardware and software
solution for your needs. All KEBA components are perfectly compatible. They can be individually designed and easily adapt to your application and performance requirements. KEBA can help you with all your automation needs. This keeps logistics simple and costs low.

Engineering tool / Learning
Comprehensive library for fun and easy
skill acquirement

Human-machine interface /
Mouth and ears
Intuitive communication tools for easy operating
and monitoring

I/O-modules / Senses
Various interfaces for data collection and high-performance
transmission to central control unit

Motor & drive / Muscles
Efficient transformation of energy into mechanical power
that moves machine parts

Power supply / Heart
Reliable supply of all areas with fresh power
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Automation systems are complex. And so is the human body. Organs, muscles and various other elements
constantly interact. The following illustration explains the different elements of KeControl FlexCore based on
the analogy of the human body.

Humans & machines:
similar systems
Hard- and software control /
Brain
Reception of signals from the periphery, process
control, data analysis and data storage

Switchboard / Outfit
Various designs, sizes and colors to
perfectly suit any environment
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Differentiate
through custom automation.
Creating a customized automation solution with a precise interplay of all components requires openness. At
KEBA, we are taking this openness to a new level. Our KeControl FlexCore automation system allows direct
access to the core of the system, so you can easily integrate your specialized software modules.
Depending on your type of machines, we offer three different basic platform packages. These packages can
easily and quickly be expanded with additional modules. Third-party software can be integrated at any time as
well.

Get your custom automation system in three simple steps:
1. Select a basic package.
2. Add your choice of optional KEBA modules.
3. Integrate your specialized technologies.
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Flexible to the core: FlexCore
Experience true openness.
Our open software architecture meets all your needs.

Step 1: Select a basic package.
To meet your specific requirements, we have designed three modular basic platforms for KeControl FlexCore. An operating system
with standard API, a full-fledged real-time operating system including an I/O system, and a complete IEC 61131-3 system that can
be combined with C/C++ programming.

Customer Software

FlexCore BASIC
The optimal IPC platform
• Windows or Linux operating system
• Convenient standard API
• Additional diagnostic features
• Fast installation and easy backup/restore

FlexCore REALTIME
For real-time use with KEBA I/O systems
• Standard Linux with reliable real-time extensions
• Special development environment for easy C programming and remote debugging
• Interfaces for real-time programming and I/O system
• Easy porting of existing software with POSIX API

FlexCore PLC
CODESYS IEC standard with C/C++ programming option
• Integration of customer runtime systems in C, parallel with IEC system
• Comprehensive engineering tools suite for field bus and I/O configuration
as well as SPS and C programming
• Compatible with the latest KeView visualization software
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Step 2: Add your choice of optional KEBA technologies.
After selecting your basic KeControl FlexCore package in step 1, you can quickly and easily expand your
system with additional KEBA modules. Our innovative ready-to-use modules are packed with 50 years of
automation experience and our expertise from a 20% R&D share. They can be integrated into your system
at any time. This keeps your automation up to date.
The following image shows some of our technologies and modules. KeView Style, for instance, is a unique
visualization tool with real-time, multi-touch support.
Our OPC UA package gives you data access to variables and lets you realize complete information models.
We also offer a broad range of standard Debian packages.

Step 3: Integrate your specialized technologies.
After creating the perfect platform in the first two steps, you can integrate your specialized software for your
specific industry. Our KeStudio FlexCore development environment makes integration easy and fast. You
can transfer existing knowledge and save time and costs.
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Software makes
the difference!

The result: Best of Automation
KeControl FlexCore gives you the Best of Automation for your business and
your industry. Outsourcing your basic automation tasks to KEBA saves you
time and resources.
The standard Linux system together with the wide range of additional KEBA
modules make it easy to implement any Industry 4.0 solution. Working with
KEBA allows you to fully utilize your manpower to deepen the expertise in
your field, to differentiate and to improve your competitive advantage.

A new dimension of design freedom!
Convince your customers
with customized solutions.
Control

Stationary HMI

Tool
KeStudio Tool-Suite

Mobile HMI

KEBA

I/O Drive

Drive

Customer

Safety

M
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KeStudio FlexCore
Our all-in-one tool suite for
efficient software development

One tool is all you need
KeStudio FlexCore is the central software development tool for all phases of the automation process. It
offers you a consistent engineering environment for configuration, programming, visualization, diagnosis
and simulation.

Control programming at its most efficient
KeStudio FlexCore allows for standard IEC 61131-3 programming with object-oriented extensions as
well as C/C++ applications. You can select them directly from the IEC runtime system or from the operating system.

Customized on every level
KeStudio FlexCore includes an optional open tools platform. This allows you to customize the tool suite
to meet your needs. Configuration, programming and diagnosis plug-ins can be added at any time. Mass
production projects can easily be programmed with an integrated scripting language.

CONFIGURATION

SIMULATION

KeStudio
FlexCore

PROGRAMMING

One tool to rule
them all

DIAGNOSIS
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VISUALIZATION

Speed up your projects –
with a secure and sustainable system
KeStudio FlexCore helps you to efficiently manage your projects. It comes with a consistent and intuitive user interface based on user
needs. The tool requires minimum training and speeds up routine tasks.
Our intuitive wizards allow you to further decrease your time to market. With our modular software architecture, several developers can
work on projects simultaneously to achieve a common goal.
Your investment in machine software will be secure in the long term, as KeStudio FlexCore modules can be reused for future projects.
KEBA primarily works with standards. These will also be viable in the future.
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The perfect hardware for any application
Flexible. Modular. Scalable.

Human-Machine Interfaces

Drives & Motors

Controls

Extension Boards

CP 503
CP 505

4

Control Performance Values
6

CP 507 / DU 330
CP 510
CP 520 / DU 360
CP 530
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I/O Modules

7
10
20
30

More than just
an automation system

Controls
KEBA has a solution for every application – from conventional control tasks to high-performance, high-end
applications that would normally require an additional IPC. Our controls stand for extraordinary robustness,
scalability, customization and connectivity.

Extension boards
KeControl C5, our newest generation of controls, features great extensibility. This provides maximum flexibility.
Extension modules can be directly connected on the left-hand side. More at keba.com/kecontrol-c5.

I/O modules
For additional functionality, KeConnect C5 I/O modules can be connected to the right-hand side of the KeConnect C5 controls. They are ultra compact and combine high performance with easy handling and serviceability.

Human-machine interfaces
Our KeTop devices are extremely powerful and user-friendly, making operation and monitoring smooth and
efficient. Both our mobile and stationary panels are highly ergonomic and feature intuitive user interfaces. More
at keba.com/hmi.

Drives & motors
Our KEBA experts have perfected our drives and motors to achieve maximum performance for your machines
while keeping purchasing and energy costs at a minimum.
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Embracing the future
Fit for Industry 4.0
Smart Industry is no longer a question of “Why?”. It’s a question of “How?”. Digital transformation is
omnipresent. It is shaking the foundation of the manufacturing industry. With 50 years of experience,
KEBA gives machine builders a stable and flexible foundation for the Industry 4.0 challenges of tomorrow.

Successfully managing digital change means connecting machines with each other as well as with
a higher level. This enables you to exchange data between your Operational Technology (OT) on a
machine level and Information Technology (IT) on an enterprise level, as well as with any cloud system. KeControl FlexCore is a highly open automation system. It allows horizontal as well as vertical
connections.
KEBA has also developed an innovative set of ready-to-use Smart Industry packages. This makes it
faster and easier for you to create your own customized Industry 4.0 solutions. KEBA systems serve
you on all levels: from the core of your control system all the way to your cloud.

KeControl FlexCore Smart Industry:
Mastering Industry 4.0 successfully

Process

Production

Enterprise

Cloud
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ERP/SAP

Production Control

Tools

Database
Private Cloud

Who knows what the future holds!
Smart
Factory

Smart
Technology

Smart
Operation

Smart
Engineering

In an ever-faster world, changes can occur rapidly. This makes it difficult to predict future developments. At KEBA, we monitor trends very closely and actively engage with communities. This gives us
first-hand access to new technologies. Based on this approach, we create solutions that are not only
state of the art but are actually one step ahead of future developments.

Automate with KEBA. We’ll keep you safe.
Choosing KeControl FlexCore means choosing a modern automation system with an open hardware
and software architecture that will meet all current as well as future market requirements. Future Industry 4.0 technologies that may seem a long way off now can be integrated any time at a later stage
as new modules.
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Safe and secure global connections
powered by KEBA 4.0
The fourth industrial revolution is paving the way to intelligent, globally connected manufacturing worlds. Machine controls are no longer only linked within production lines. They need to connect across different facilities
and locations. The objective is to save costs and time while maximizing effectiveness.

New functionalities with cloud connection
Data is the most important Smart Industry resource. Companies have vast amounts of data. This can quickly test the
limits of an IT system’s storage capacity and processing power. Transferring data to a cloud storage or a cloud computing system can solve this problem. Many cloud providers even offer additional functionalities such as monitoring and
predictive maintenance analysis.
With KeControl FlexCore, machine controls can be connected with a cloud in just a few steps thanks to the Linux
operating system. You can work with any cloud provider. Regardless of the solution you choose, we can implement it.

Cloud solutions in practice
Market researcher Michaela Rothhöft recently conducted a study among 310 German machine builders on “SPS systems 2018”. The result: A total of 56% of all
interviewees and 76% of all companies with more than 200 employees are planning to implement cloud solutions. Most companies will be using the cloud for
diagnosis, monitoring, data collection, analysis and evaluation.
For details on the study, visit marktstudien.org.

KeControl FlexCore –
open and safe
The perfect solution for any Industry 4.0 application.
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Ready for
Smart Industry!

Maximum security for smart factories
Handling data – particularly process-relevant and sensitive data – requires special attention. According to a market research
study on “SPS systems 2018”, industrial security is often underestimated. Only 19% of the companies surveyed consider it
important to have an integrated security package. This is despite the fact that there are numerous security hazards, not just
online. Merely being connected within an Intranet or other IT system or just plugging in a USB stick can lead to data theft,
espionage and sabotage.
KeControl FlexCore will keep you safe. Our comprehensive security concept will reliably protect your Industry 4.0 automation system from hackers or malicious software. We have a comprehensive range of technologies that we can use to jointly
establish a custom security solution that can be smoothly integrated into your existing security concept.
Whitelisting, for instance, prevents the execution of non-authorized applications or malware. Various communication protocols such as MQTT can be integrated to ensure secure, encrypted outgoing data communication with external devices.
If needed, we can also quickly integrate secure remote maintenance systems into your automation system.
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KEBA automation sets new standards.
Worldwide. Across industries.

Global recognition
Numerous market leaders trust in KEBA.
Making our customers successful is what makes us successful. This is why KEBA works as a
reliable, long-term partner. Rather than offering a random range of components, we develop
perfect solutions tailored to the individual needs of every customer.
This approach has opened many doors for us. Numerous recognized companies trust in
KEBA. Prestigious industrial equipment companies and robot manufacturers on every continent successfully rely on KEBA solutions. We maintain active and respectful relationships with
our customers. We trust and appreciate each other. And we deliver what we promise.

Many of our very first customers are still with us today.
And that, we believe, is the greatest recognition there is.

Wood processing
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Intralogistics

Plastics

Laser machining

		

Unlimited applications
We automate all industries.

Our customers come from various industries. However, they have one thing in common: They believe that openness is the key to long-term success. Only a truly open system will let you integrate future technologies that we
may not even know of yet.
KeControl FlexCore is open, modular and scalable. This makes it the optimum solution for any application, for any
industry and for any machine. KeControl FlexCore can be used for intralogistics, for industrial robotics as well as
for high-end, high-performance computing applications.

KeControl FlexCore is a smart choice and a safe
investment in the future of your business.
Let’s shape your future together!

© Dürr

Measurement and testing

Metal processing

Packaging

Robotics
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Founded in 1968, KEBA AG is an internationally successful
electronics company based in Linz/Austria with subsidiaries
around the world.
In line with its credo, “Automation by innovation”, KEBA has
been developing and producing inventive, top-quality automation solutions for 50 years for industrial, banking, services and
energy automation branches. Indeed, as a result of competence, experience and courage, KEBA is the technology and
innovation leader in its market segments. Extensive development and production expertise represents a guarantee for the
highest quality.

www.keba.com

KEBA AG Headquarters, Gewerbepark Urfahr, 4041 Linz/Austria,
Phone: +43 732 7090-0, Fax: +43 732 730910, keba@keba.com
KEBA Group worldwide
Austria • China • Czech Republic • Germany • India • Italy
Japan • Netherlands • Romania • South Korea
Taiwan • Turkey • USA
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Fit for the future
with KEBA.

